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STORY BOARD IT!
exercise

Objective               
To identify with the needs and perspectives of a target audience by creating a fi ctional scenario.    

assignment
Try on your target audience’s shoes. Take some time to imagine what it would be like to be a regular customer or to be a new 
customer. Write a short story about the perfect experience they had while visiting the business you selected. The story can be 
written in the context of a journal entry from the point of view of the customer. Next draft a short visual story board of the perfect 
experience. The story board should look like a draft for a page in a graphic novel. Remember, every action in a cartoon frame is 
consolidated and meaningful. (a condensed version of reality) You should include no more than 8-10 frames to visually convey the 
experience. A storyboard can be drawn fi gures or photo stills. Each frame should have a caption.

You can also use this exercise to visualize a rotten experience. If you can anticipate what can go wrong in a fi ctional story you can 
create smart designs to overcome it! 

To see a classic example of storyboarding used for fi lm go to http://accad.osu.edu/womenandtech/Storyboard%20Resource/

Refer to the Experience exercise to consider what visuals you might include in your visual story board.

• Describe the location and property of your business.
 Is it urban or in the country?
 Is it a storefront or a private residence?
 Do your customers visit the location or is all of your contact via e-mail or at their location?
 What is the surrounding area like? 
 
• Create a persona for your potential customer by describing who they are as real people, not just statistical demographics.
 Who are they? Are they mostly female? male?
 Are they new in town or to the neighborhood?
 Are they always in a hurry? 
 Are they young, old, hip or traditional? 
 Do they have kids?
 Do they bike or drive a car? 

• Why are they coming to your business? 
 Consider how your business is different than or similar to your competition.
 What do your customers really want? (think in tangible and intangible terms) For example, people who drop their package
 off at FedEx as oppossed to the Post Offi ce are looking for speed and reliability. Cost is not the factor. 

• What does your business specialize in that makes the customer happy. Remember, this is fi ctional. You are creating a perfect 
 experience that will put you in the mind of “what if ” possibilities for your client. 
 List every possible experience that would make your customer happy

• What are bad experiences the customer could have that you want to avoid?


